What a Week

Sorry I didn't get this out to you last night. It has been QUITE the week in O'Neill. Ever since winning the Duncan Classic we've been absolutely crushing it at campus life.

**FISHER REGATTA - WON**
I am sensing a new era of dominance harkening back to the days of the late 2000's. Congrats to Alec Dietzel, Dawei Hong, Matthew Church, Matt Yoder and some of the other 3B guys that won.

**TUG OF WAR - ND DAY - 2ND PLACE**
We were absolutely steam rolling the competition until we met our equal in Siegfried. Thanks to all the strong, healthy bodies that participated. We won $2,000 that will be added to our ND Day funds.

**BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL**
Conor Colpoys' team Finnegans won the championship. Knowing the amount of talent that enters that tournament (thinking mostly about my team) that is pretty impressive. Way to go!

**INTERHALL SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP**
Tomorrow night (Tuesday) is the internal soccer championship at 7 PM. I've been told it's in Loftus. This could be our first championship since the great Dodgeball victory of 2013. Let's get a crowd and get rowdy.

**Room Inspections Tonight**
Sent out emails and texts about this and all the information is on the O'Neill website. No one wins if you aren't prepared since I don't get the fine money and it is billed directly to your student account. It just means extra paperwork for me so please be cooperative. The AR's and I will be walking around starting at 10 PM. Please make sure someone is present.

**Notre Dame Day**
Go to [http://notredameday.nd.edu](http://notredameday.nd.edu) and give $10. This money will directly benefit you at a multiple of several times that gift. Also if you bring your receipt to the front desk during hours this week you can pick out one free merch item while supplies last.

DEADLINE TO GIVE IS 11:59 PM TONIGHT.
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Study Days Begin Thursday

Study days begin once classes end on Wednesday. In terms of life in the hall we are promoting a quiet and restful space which means:

1. No parties - in fact the hall should be quiet even in non-party situations

2. 12 AM Parietals

Please use this time as a chance to rest and study.

Yoga and Yogurt - Thursday at 11 AM

Jerry Tillery, Joe Lemna and Hall Government invite you to join them and the ladies of McGlinn for some morning Yoga and Yogurt on Thursday at 11 AM in the 24 Hour Lounge. Jerry asked his Contemporary Topics teacher to come and run us through some yoga. Should be a great morning.

Hall Photo - Thursday at 1 PM

We will be taking the hall photo on the steps of Bond Hall at 1 PM on Thursday. The whole process shouldn't take more than 15 minutes and it is worth it to get you picture up on the wall. This year we will also be doing section pictures which I will make digitally available to all of you. Let's leave from the lobby at 12:45 PM or meet us there before 1 PM.

Spanky's

If you are interested in running Spanky's next year please email me by the end of the week with your availability for next year as well as a business plan with product ideas, hours of operation and other details you think would be relevant. Compensation will be any hours you work + 25% of the profits. I am looking for one person to fill this position for next year.

Text Club

Some of you were able to experience the O'Neill Hall text club today for the first time. You can join by sending the text "@oneillhall" to 81010. There will be a few helpful reminders this week (and maybe a surprise or two).